that bakes together stays together!

Valastro's prove that no matter how sticky the situation the family amazing cake creations. Over the years, the team has successfully (Available worldwide in June 2016)

Extreme Point of won't go to capture all the action.

Point of Extreme | 13x30 (Available worldwide in June)
A heart-pumping, high-octane new series that scours the world and survive the elements, relying just on the generosity of others.

Insane Pools: Off the Deep End 2 | 10x60
There are custom pools and gardens - and then there are Lucas Lagoons. Award-winning pool designer Lucas Congdon turns high and dry homes into exotic waterfront properties through grand, nature-inspired designs to encourage his clients to rediscover their love of the outdoors.

Jawai: India's Leopard Hills | 1x60
In South West Rajasthan is a land shaped by lava that bubbled to the surface hundreds of millions of years ago. But that's not what makes it a place like no other. These granite hills surrounding human settlements have been claimed by wild leopards and their numbers are rising. Yet, there's no conflict with people. Here, the endangered big cats co-exist with an endangered tribe. It's an ancient relationship made sacred by faith. Rare footage reveals leopard behavior like never before.

Man Made Marvels: China's Smart Office | 1x60
Ping An Insurance Group is building a new high-rise headquarters at the heart of Shenzhen. Once completed, it will stand at 600-meters, and be one of the world's tallest buildings. But it is cutting-edge technologies hidden within the building itself that will make it stand out from other skyscrapers.

Melting: Last Race to the Pole, 1x120
Imagine the most grueling hike you've ever taken. Imagine doing that in -30 degree weather in the most desolate place on Earth, where everything you encounter is trying to kill you. Follow adventurers Eric Larsen and Ryan Waters as they attempt an epic ski expedition to the North Pole.

Meet the Superbrains | 4x60 (Available worldwide in June)
A new generation is hard at work tackling the world's greatest challenges, working on inventions they believe will revolutionize our planet. From a cutting-edge solar powered water purifier to a smartphone alert system to protect our rainforests from illegal logging, these visionaries are working to develop solutions that will change how we live forever.

Point of Extreme | 13x30 (Available worldwide in June)
A heart-pumping, high-octane new series that scours the world for the most extreme sports. From powerful waves, to the urban playground, to high-altitude adventures, there's nowhere Point of Extreme won't go to capture all the action.

Telescope | 1x120
Directed by Oscar®-nominated filmmaker Nathaniel Kahn, Telescope is a dynamic journey behind the scenes of the next step in the evolution of telescopes: NASA's James Webb Space Telescope. A new generation has been inspired to design and build this massive instrument which will be a veritable time machine, capable of looking back on the origins of our universe and identifying potential life on planets far outside our solar system.

Trailblazers | 6x60 Available in the U.S. (Available worldwide in Fall 2016)
The quest to expand the boundaries of human knowledge takes scientists to the edges of the Earth where unseen peril lurks around every corner. Each episode follows three elite survivalists as they lead separate teams of scientists through some of the most dangerous regions of the world, in the search for clues and discoveries that could lead to scientific breakthroughs.

Treehouse Masters 5 | 12x60 Pete Nelson has dedicated his life to granting people's dreams of turning peaceful nooks in nature into the ultimate escape. In season 5, Pete travels across the United States - from the Blue Ridge mountains of North Carolina to the Cascade mountains of Washington - creating stunning, one-of-a-kind designs.

TRICKS OF THE RESTAURANT TRADE | 4x30
This series explores how to get the best quality food and service at restaurants, and reveals the techniques restaurants use to get us to spend more money.

Ugly House to Lovely House with George Clarke | 5x60
Expert architect George Clarke shows that even the ugliest house on the street can be transformed into a home to be proud of. He teams up the owners of some of Britain's drabbest homes and some of the UK's leading architects. Each architect will breathe fresh life into the properties and prove that great design doesn't have to cost the earth.

Wild Expectations | 1x60
Adventurers, wildlife fanatics and good friends Rene and Wayne head to Torres del Paine National Park in Chilean Patagonia in search of one very unique puma, a young female born without a tail. Without knowing if she is still in the park, or indeed still alive, the dynamic duo remain true to their quest of finding the elusive “No Tail,” and getting as close of an encounter as possible.

Yankee Jungle 2 | 6x60
Follow an extraordinary Maine family as they struggle to keep a non-profit exotic animal refuge afloat deep in the backwoods of Maine. D.E.W. Animal Kingdom was built by hand by Bob and Julie Miner, who for the past 30 years have shared their home with and spent their lives caring for over 200 domestic, exotic and wild animals from tigers, to kangaroos, to wolves, to camels - many of whom are old, disabled or unwanted.
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